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' To all whom it may concern: , 

_, 'Be it known that I, SAMUEL D. LOUNT, of 
Chattanooga, in the county of Hamilton and 
State of Tennessee, formerly of Rathbone, in 
the county of Wirt and‘ State of West Vir 
ginia, have invented a new and Improved 
Pump; and I do hereby declare that the fol 
lowing is a full, clear, and exact description 
of the construction and operation of the same, 
reference being bad to the accompanying 
drawings, making a part of this speci?cation, 
in which- I . 

Figure l is a cross-section through line y y 
of Fig. 2. Fig. ,2 is a longitudinal section 
through line a: a: of Fig. 1. 

I My pump is so constructed that it will dis 
charge a full and rapid stream of water con 
tinuously, and with uniformity of pressure. 
Prior to my invention pumps have been made, 
having a similar capacity, but their construe;v 
tion rendered them necessarily expensive, and 
comparatively di?icult‘to keep in working or 
der. So far as my knowledge extends no 
pump was ever made prior to‘my invention 
possessing the operative characteristics re- - 
ferred to, which did not involve three or four 
pistons in the same pump~barrel. Pumps of 
this construction necessarily involve a pack 
ing, not only between each piston and the 
surface of the barrel with which itengages in 
packing contact, but they also involve a pis 
ton-rod for each pi'ston'and numerous packed 
points. . 

In some cases the lower piston of such 
pumps has a solid piston-rod, and the other 
pistons have hollow rods, within which the 
other, rod or rods are operated. In other 
pumps of this class the upper pistons have 
been provided with two rods each, in which 
case all but the lower piston have one or more 
packed openings for the reception of the rod 
or rods of the lower piston or pistons, and 
also a packing-gland for each piston-rod, 
which passes through the head of the pump 
barrel. ‘ 

Aside from the heavy expense of construc 
tion involved in such pumps, they are open 
to practical objection, in that, when any inte 

rior packing is deranged, or any internal re; 
‘ pair required, the entire pump must be taken 
apart. 7 - . 

Moreover, in this class of pumps two of the 
pistons are necessarily connected with the 
driving-shaft‘ by means of o?'set piston-rods, 
which incur more or less side strain, and re? 
sult in speedy wear of the working parts. 
The main object of my improvement is the 

production of a pump which, havingthe ca 
pacity of a continuous discharge of water un 
der a uniform pressure, and with uniform ve-, 
locity, is simple and comparatively inexpen 
sive, and may be readily kept in order; and 
my invention consists, mainly, in the combi 
nation of three or more separate pump-barrels 
or cylinders, connected by a water-way, form 
ing one continuous passage through all the 
barrels, a piston in each barrel provided with; 
a valve or valves, which open on theside of» 
the piston farthestv from the induction-ap-_ 
erture to the barrel, and mechanism for im» 
parting to each of the pistons a reciprocating. 
movement. 

_ In operation, a continuous stream of water‘. 
will be taken intoone of the barrels, passed. / 
through each‘of them, and discharged from 
the one through which it ?nally passes. . 

In'the' drawings, M M is the ‘frame of the 
pump ; P, the pulley which applies the power-:5: ' 
S, the driving-shaft; ‘O, a cam-wheel on shaft; 
S, having an inclined groove, 0, around it, as 
shown in Fig. 2; B B1 B2,‘ three plunger-rods, 
caused to reciprocate, one after the other, by 
the movement of cam c, as shaft S is rotated; 
A A1 A2,, three cylinders, connected by the 
passages E E1; F F1 F”, the pump-pistons, 
attached to the rods B B1 B2, and operating 
in the cylinders A A1 A’, respectively; G, the 
induction-pipe; H, the eduction-pipe; a a a.’ 
a2, valves, opening upward, and a1 a1 valves 
opening downward, the water in its passage 
through the pump taking the direction indi 
cated by the arrows. ' 

Instead of the cam~track, for the purpose of 
operating the rods B B1 B2, cranks, or other 
equivalent device, arranged upon one or more 
shafts, may be employed. In such case the 
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cranks should be arranged to follow each 
other at intervals of about sixty degrees, 
while, if the cam-track be employed, the'cyl 
inders should all be set in a semicircle, as 
shownin Fig. 1, at intervals of sixty degrees‘ 
from each other. The object of this construc 
tion is that the water may always be impelled 
by that crank or that part of the cam which 
is moving up or down most rapidly‘ at any 
particular time, while those cranks'or portions‘ 
of the cam-track which are passing the dead 
points shall have ceased for the moment to 
have much, if any, effect upon the stream. 
For example, the rod of piston F, Fig. 2, is at 
its highest elevation, and passing the upper 
dead-point. At this moment the next piston,‘ 
moved by that portion of the cam-track'which 
descends most rapidly, is being swiftly forced 
downward with its valves closed, and pushing 
beforeit all the water in its cylinder. The 
e?ect-of the swifter motion of the- piston F1 
is to draw open the two valves of piston F', 
and keep a rapid ?ow of water following, 
while at the same time, moving more rapidly 
than piston F2, which is at or near the lower 
dead-point, it forces the water at 0 through the 
passage E1 into cylinder AF, .and through 
‘valves 0.20? to the eduction-pipe. As soon as 
the piston F1 approaches its dead-point one 
of the others-is nearing the point where it 
moves upward ‘most rapidly. In every case 
the liftingor forcing power is necessarily ap 
plied by the most rapidly-moving piston, and 
the water driven by this ‘piston faster than 
the other pistons are moving opens their 
valves,v and’ passes along without obstruction 
fromfsaid pistons, because all are operating in 
a series of pump-barrels having one water 
.passage or water-way. In fact, as heretofore 
stated, three pistons may be arranged in a 
single cylinder, one over the other, to operate 
in ‘the same-way, for e?'ectiug a similar’result ;' 
but it ‘is to'ob'viate the practical disadvantages 
attendantvupon the manufacture and use of 
such pumps that my present invention is in? 
tended. My pump having a separate cylinder 
for; each piston renders each cylinder readily 
accessible for repairs without disturbing any of ‘ ‘ 
thelother cylinders. It requires no vpacking 
glands," except at the head of each cylinder,‘ 

and no hollow rods or duplicate rods, as with 
the preexisting pumps, which have a-similar 
mode of "operation. " ' ' 

Although in the drawings the piston in the 
central‘c'hamber is shown with valves which 
open upon its lower side, while the other pis 
tons have valves ‘which open on their upper 
sides, it will be seen that such an arrange 
ment of the valves is only due to the fact that 
the induction-aperture of thecentral barrel is 
.at its top, and that it is essential‘ ‘that the 
valve should open on that side of the piston 
which is farthest from the induction-passage 
to the cylinder, while the induction-apertures 
of theother barrels are at their lower ends; 
butit is obvious that neither vof ‘the‘pistons 
need'have valves which open downward, pro 
vided the passages E E’ are arranged to carry 
the water from the top of one cylinder to the ' 
bottom of the next cylinder'in' the series, and 
the cranks or other‘device follow each other 
at intervals of about one hundred and‘twenty 
degrees. , ' V 

I do not claim, broadly, a pump having three 
cylinders, for I‘am aware that pumps having 
even a larger number have for a long time 
been in use. - ‘ 

In my invention, as before remarked, the 
three cylinders (and there may be more of 
them) are but parts of ‘one passage-way for 
the water,ai1‘d the three pistons all operate 
upon the same continuous ‘stream. 
What I claim as new, and desire to secure 

by Letters Patent, is 
[A pump consisting of three or more barrels ' 

or ‘cylinders, connected by passages which af 
ford a continuous'water-way through all ‘of the 
cylinders, in combination, substantially ' as 
herein described, with a piston inieach cylin 
der,iprovided with a ‘valve or valves which 
open on the side thereof farthest from the 
induction-passage of the cylinder, and mech- ' 
anism for imparting to each piston ‘a recipro~ 
‘caning movement, substantiallyas and ‘for the 
‘purposes set forth. I t . 
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